
Protective finger 
guard

TraditionalTM34

 For those who prefer the warmth and feel of a real wood handle.

Features either proprietary DEXSTEEL™ stain-free, high-carbon steel or classic 
high-carbon steel blade, with an individually ground and honed edge.

Natural rosewood handle is secured to the blade with brass compression rivets. 

Superior blade shape 
for easier slicing

Unique edge geometry for 
long lasting, easily restored 
performance

Hand honed to 
the ultimate edge

Formed handle for comfort 
and functionality 

Polished rosewood handles 
are secured to the blade with 
large brass compression rivets

Traditional
TM

Proprietary DEXSTEEL™ high-
carbon, high-alloy stainless steel for 
enhanced sharpness, edge holding, 
corrosion resistance, and ease of 
re-sharpening
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Boning Knives, Rosewood handles Bread Knives, Rosewood handles

Cleavers, Rosewood handles

01350 S13G6NR-PCP 6" narrow boning knife

01880 1376PCP 6" wide boning knife, beech handle

01930 1376R  6" wide boning knife

02010 1376HB  6" ham boning knife, beech handle

02060 1376HBR 6" ham boning knife

02070 1376N  6" narrow boning knife, beech handle

02100 1376NR 6" narrow boning knife

high-carbon steel

high-carbon steel

high-carbon steel

02150 1378PCP 8" wide boning knife, beech handle

high-carbon steel

13200 S62-8RSC-PCP 8" scalloped bread knife

13390 S63-9SC-PCP 9" scalloped offset sandwich knife

18160 S47G10PCP 10" scalloped bread knife

08010 5096 6" cleaver

08070 5387 7" cleaver

08220 S5287 7" stainless heavy duty cleaver

08230 S5288 8" stainless heavy duty cleaver

08240 S5289 9" stainless heavy duty cleaver

high-carbon steel

high-carbon steel

Blades made with carbon steel require extra care.  
Keep blades clean and dry.  Blades may darken with 

age and use, thus creating a protective patina.  If 
blade rusts, simply remove with abrasive cleanser or 

steel wool.  Clean, dry, and oil for long storage.

Knives with scalloped blades feature many curved 
edges protected by sharp points that help to break 
through bread’s hard crust. As these points break 
through, the curved edge slices the soft interior 
without damaging it. Features like o�set handles 

or curved blades allow the user to cut completely 
through a loaf of bread without contacting the 

cutting board.

As important as quality materials 
and proper heat treatment of 
the steel, proper edge geometry 
is key to the manufacture of 
professional quality cutlery.  
Precision grinding creates the 
proper edge profile for the 
task at hand with accuracy 
and consistency. Hallmarks of 
a precision ground blade are 
extreme sharpness, long edge 
life, and ease of re-sharpening.


